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GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN

THE THEATRE
(page 2)

NOW PLAYING
 
THE AMISH PROJECT
More an impressionistic poem than a narrative, Jessica Dickey’s seventy-minute one-woman show, directed by Sarah
Cameron Sunde, interweaves the Amish pacifist philosophy with Dickey’s imagining of what happened on the day when
ten young Amish girls were lined up in a schoolhouse in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in 2006, and gunned down by a
milkman. Dressed in traditional Amish clothing (bonnet, long blue dress, apron), Dickey plays seven characters, including
the gunman, his wife, and two of the murdered girls. Rather than exploring the rock-bottom brutal events that inspired her
script, Dickey skims the surface, reaching, instead, for a more transcendent experience: by enacting several sides of the
story all at once, she tries, and fails, to make meaning out of meaninglessness. What could be a very sad play remains, for
the most part, conceptual and unmoving. (Rattlestick, 224 Waverly Pl. 212-868-4444.)
 
CORALINE
Leigh Silverman directs a new musical based on the novel by Neil Gaiman. (Reviewed in this issue.) (Lucille Lortel, 121
Christopher St. 212-279-4200.)
 
FATHER COMES HOME FROM THE WARS (PARTS 1, 8 & 9)
Concluding the Public LAB season is the world première of a new play by, and featuring, Suzan-Lori Parks. Jo Bonney
directs the multilayered tale, which encompasses slaves in the Civil War and a present-day general who is dying. (Public,
425 Lafayette St. 212-967-7555.)
 
FROM RUSSIA WITH ANGST
Five one-act plays adapted from short stories by Chekhov, directed by members of the Workshop Theatre Company. (312
W. 36th St. 212-695-4173, ext. 5.)
 
KING LEAR
In Central Park through June 21, New York Classical Theatre celebrates its tenth anniversary of free outdoor theatre with
the Shakespeare tragedy, directed by Stephen Burdman. On June 23, the show moves to Battery Park’s Clinton Castle.
(Enter at 103rd St. at Central Park W. 212-252-4531.)
 
MACHINES MACHINES MACHINES MACHINES MACHINES MACHINES MACHINES
An inspired, anarchic romp through the world of Rube Goldberg, created and performed by Quinn Bauriedel, Trey
Lyford, and Geoff Sobelle (the team behind “All Wear Bowlers”). Three militaristic buffoons are encamped in a hideout
fitted from top to bottom with wildly elaborate contraptions that perform trivial tasks. When they work, the effect is
exhilarating—watch an egg get fried in ten demented steps—and when they don’t, the guys improvise like pros. Although
the piece carries undertones of wartime paranoia, any real meaning is washed away by the sheer delight of watching the
actors interact with their ingenious set, which is packed full of visual surprises, right up to the giddily apocalyptic finale.
(HERE Arts Center, 145 Sixth Ave., near Spring St. 212-352-3101.)
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NEXT FALL
Geoffrey Nauffts’s small, lovely drama, produced by Naked Angels, is set in a hospital waiting room, where Adam
(Patrick Breen) waits to hear if his lover, Luke (Patrick Heusinger), will survive an auto accident. Flashbacks reveal a
tension between them driven by Luke’s Christianity—he believed that Adam, a neurotic atheist, was going to Hell. The
play’s strength turns out not to be its insights into faith, which are nothing new, but its depiction of a gay relationship
taxed by shame. As Adam struggles to honor Luke’s wish to remain closeted to his conservative Southern family, we see
the forces of love and dignity at odds, and the results are heartrending. (Playwrights Horizons, 416 W. 42nd St. 212-279-
4200.)
 
OUR HOUSE
A violent crime in the Midwest becomes prime-time fodder for a scummy television executive (Christopher Evan Welch)
in Theresa Rebeck’s lame pseudo-satire about America’s appetite for televised “reality” and the evil tycoons who feed it.
Sadly, Rebeck, who owes more than just her prolificacy to the years she spent writing for TV crime dramas, can’t quite
bring herself to bite the hand that’s fed her, loading the play—like a “Law & Order” episode—with so many eleventh-
hour plot and tone reversals that she almost gets away with not having fresh insight into such well-trod satirical territory.
Ironically, the whole thing—with its nakedly formulaic plotting and cast of talking heads—plays like a slapdash telefilm,
but, unfortunately for the audience, they can’t change the channel. (Playwrights Horizons, 416 W. 42nd St. 212-279-4200.
Through June 21.)
 
THINGS OF DRY HOURS
Naomi Wallace’s taut three-person drama, directed by Ruben Santiago-Hudson at the New York Theatre Workshop, is set
in 1932 in a cabin in Alabama, the home of a father and daughter, both widowed. Delroy Lindo gives a powerful,
grounded performance as Tice Hogan, Sunday-school teacher, laid-off steelworker, and dedicated Communist; Roslyn
Ruff is fierce as his wry and commanding daughter, Cali, a laundry woman for a wealthy family. When a white stranger,
Corbin Teel (Garret Dillahunt), shows up, seeking refuge from the police, the Hogans reluctantly take him in, threatening
their safety and upsetting their equilibrium. Wallace’s dialogue sounds like poetry—rich, nimble, raw, and elevated—and
the expert cast delivers it with a focussed intensity that makes it at times spellbinding, and almost convincing. (79 E. 4th
St. 212-460-5475.)
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